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In complex organisms, neutral evolution of genomic architecture, associated compensatory interactions in

protein networks and emergent developmental processes can delineate the directions of evolutionary

change, including the opportunity for natural selection. These effects are reflected in the evolution of devel-

opmental programmes that link genomic architecture with a corresponding functioning phenotype. Two

recent findings call for closer examination of the rules by which these links are constructed. First is the realiz-

ation that high dimensionality of genotypes and emergent properties of autonomous developmental

processes (such as capacity for self-organization) result in the vast areas of fitness neutrality at both the phe-

notypic and genetic levels. Second is the ubiquity of context- and taxa-specific regulation of deeply conserved

gene networks, such that exceptional phenotypic diversification coexists with remarkably conserved genera-

tive processes. Establishing the causal reciprocal links between ongoing neutral expansion of genomic

architecture, emergent features of organisms’ functionality, and often precisely adaptive phenotypic diversi-

fication therefore becomes an important goal of evolutionary biology and is the latest reincarnation of the

search for a framework that links development, functioning and evolution of phenotypes. Here I examine,

in the light of recent empirical advances, two evolutionary concepts that are central to this framework—natu-

ral selection and inheritance—the general rules by which they become associated with emergent

developmental and homeostatic processes and the role that they play in descent with modification.
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1. OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS IN HISTORICAL
CONTEXT
Over the past decade, progress in evolutionary biology has

been shaped by the realization that a significant portion of

genomic architecture and developmental processes arises

by processes other than natural selection [1–3], that con-

nectivity and conservation of protein networks and

emergent developmental and homeostatic processes

determine directionality of contemporary adaptive evol-

ution [4–7], that a majority of current adaptations and

novelties are rearrangements of processes that have

evolved in a different context, some billions of years ago

(e.g. [8]), that tremendous diversification of metazoans

uses a limited set of deeply conserved gene networks

and associated core set of molecular and cellular pro-

cesses [9–11], and that prevalence of symbiosis in

eukaryotes and horizontal gene transfer in prokaryotes

questions the tree of life view of adaptive evolution,

except near terminal branches [12,13].

Taken together, these discoveries reveal that, at many

levels of organization, the mechanisms that generate diver-

sity of organismal forms are commonly distinct from

those that account for their subsequent modification and

maintenance. In particular, remarkable coexistence of con-

served generative processes with exceptional diversification

in morphological, physiological and behavioural systems,
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calls for re-evaluation of our understanding of basic

evolutionary principles that link them [14–18]. It also

emphasizes the importance of understanding the relation-

ship between the generation of developmental variation

and its modification and evolutionary retention, the link

that was once the very motivation behind the growth of

evolutionary biology, and is still its most central question

[19–22]. I suggest that in particular need of updating is

the role of two main concepts in evolutionary processes—

natural selection and inheritance—especially in relation

to development and functioning of organisms (figure 1).
(a) Historical modifications of evolutionary

framework

Over the history of evolutionary theory, the main con-

ceptual difficulty in envisioning the links between

development, selection, phenotypic variation and inheri-

tance has centred on reconciliation of the stability of

phenotypes across generations with obvious environ-

mental contingency of within-generation development.

It has long been recognized that such a reconciliation

would require an evolutionary framework that includes

explicit causal links between development, natural selec-

tion, phenotypic variation and inheritance (figure 1a)—

a framework, in which inheritance (which, by definition,

limits variation) coexists with variability and plasticity,

and where natural selection arises as a result of changes

in developmental resources and ecological contexts
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Figure 1. Historical changes in the concepts of selection and inheritance in an evolutionary framework. (a) A complete
framework. (b) Darwinian concept establishes the primacy and uniqueness of natural selection in production and directing
the evolution of traits, but leaves out inheritance. (c) Modern Synthesis sets aside developmental and physiological variations,

reinstates inheritance in the framework, and directly links selection to it. (d) Framework that charges natural selection with
both direct shaping of developmental variation and subsequent sorting of this variation. (e) Summary of modern views that
either combine development with selection (as in ‘selection favouring evolution of traits that indicate a particular function’)
or combine development with inheritance (as in ‘inherited developmental toolkits’). The difficulties in incorporating develop-
ment (a highly contingent process) into an evolutionary framework are due to a lack of rules of development on par with rules of

inheritance and natural selection (both treated as patterns).
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between the generations. However, coming up with a fra-

mework that includes all of these components has been a

challenge. The two most successful attempts—the theory

of evolution by natural selection [23] and the Modern

Evolutionary Synthesis [24] accomplished the continuity

of proposed evolutionary frameworks only after eliminat-

ing some of these components (figure 1).

Darwin [23] famously set aside the details of inheri-

tance, borrowing the concept of direct inheritance from

Lamarck [25], and thus connecting directly the phenotypic

variation favoured by natural selection to its development in

subsequent generations. Such direct linkage elevated natu-

ral selection to the role of driver of both local adaptation and

evolutionary diversification (figure 1b) and thereby clearly

linked organismal functioning with its evolution, eliminat-

ing the duality of heritable and non-heritable components

of organism’s development and functionality. This, how-

ever, side-stepped generative processes in evolution by

essentially merging the concept of natural selection with

the process of development, a view under which selection

shapes developmental variation that it subsequently sorts.

Such a creative role of natural selection in evolution

required that it acted on heritable traits, setting an initial

stage for links between natural selection and inheritance,

and eventually culminating in the population genetics defi-

nition of evolution (either by random drift or natural

selection) as the change in genotypic frequencies and distri-

butions (e.g. [26]). Another legacy is the view of natural

selection as the main provider of rules and directionality in

evolutionary processes, such that, under his view, develop-

ment is best understood as a collection of past adaptations

while heredity is best understood as cumulative long-term

natural selection.

The framers of the Modern Synthesis similarly fully

recognized the difficulty of explicitly linking inheritance (a

stable transgenerational transmission in the population
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
genetics’ framework) and development (a highly environ-

mentally contingent process). The solution was ‘to put

aside all developmental-physiological questions [. . .] and

concentrate strictly on the problems of transmission’

[27, p. 832]. Explicit linkage of natural selection and inheri-

tance (figure 1c)—whereby selection accumulates successful

variations and channels future genetic and phenotypic varia-

bility (either through accumulated variations or by making

some combinations of successful traits more likely than

others: [28,29])—gave evolutionary biology a powerful

foundation for understanding the maintenance and diversifi-

cation of existing adaptations. But, simultaneously, it

explicitly constrained generation of novel variation to

modification of already existing structures. It also had an

unfortunate side effect of diminishing the evolutionary role

of the phenotype, with all of its homeostatic, behavioural

and functional features and abilities [15,30–34], thereby set-

ting the stage for debates on the nature and the importance

of phenotypic plasticity, and the role of physiology and be-

haviour in evolution. Most importantly, however, it

similarly side-stepped generative processes, instead merging

the phenomenon of inheritance with the process of develop-

ment. The modern day legacy of such a merger is the view of

development as a collection of ‘inherited developmental

toolkits’, the perspective that opens the stage for debates

on the origin of these toolkits (neutral versus adaptive), on

the primacy of selective versus developmental processes in

evolution, and on the nature and existence of the rules of

development on par with the rules of natural selection. Yet,

because much of organismal functionality and adaptability

is attributable to emergent features of development and

homeostasis, the rules by which an association between

these processes and inheritance is formed becomes the

central, but not addressed, question in this framework.

Other evolutionary frameworks that linked functionality,

development and inheritance, (that is, attempted to envision
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the evolution of organismal systems that enable both continu-

ing novel input and homeostatic stability of already evolved

structures [35]), suggested that the key requirements of adap-

tive evolution by natural selection—the heritable basis of

selected traits and associated strong effects of natural selec-

tion on phenotypes (both requiring some degree of

developmental and genetic modularity)—might, in fact, be

highly derived conditions [36–38]. So the Darwinian

model of evolution might be most suited for late evolutionary

stages, such as adaptive radiation, while the origination and

initial diversification of traits is commonly a result of auton-

omous and emergent processes that are only later stabilized

by natural selection or fixed via genetic drift [2,39].

Indeed many patterns of development are generated

by autonomous biochemical and physical mechanisms

with their often complex conditional behaviours and non-

linear dynamics [3,17,40–43], and fixation of such novel

elements by random drift appears to be a dominant and

an ongoing process in the evolution of organismal comp-

lexity, at least in small populations of eukaryotes [44–46].

Findings of ubiquitous convergent evolution with limited

genetic homology, the historical contingency of genomic

and developmental pathways, frequent recruitment of con-

served core processes for a diverse set of phenotypic

functions and integration of newly arising genes into exis-

ting functional complexes [11,47–49] all seem to suggest

that while natural selection for stability and canalization

of phenotypes contributed strongly to the maintenance of

a correspondence between genotypes and phenotypes, its

role in the origination of this correspondence is limited.
(b) Reconciling neutral genomic processes,

emergent self-regulatory mechanisms and

adaptive evolution

In complex organisms, neutral evolution of genomic

architecture, associated compensatory interactions in

protein networks and emergent developmental processes

can ultimately delineate the directions of adaptive evol-

ution and determine the opportunity for natural

selection [4,7,50,51]. Such effects are reflected in the

evolution of developmental programmes that link geno-

mic architecture with a corresponding functioning

phenotype. Establishing the causal reciprocal links

between genomic architecture and phenotypic diversifi-

cation is an important goal of evolutionary biology, and

is the latest reincarnation of the search for a framework

that links development, functioning and evolution of phe-

notypes (figure 1). This search, however, had been greatly

reshaped by several recent insights. First is the finding

that a high dimensionality of genotypes results in vast

areas of nearly neutral variation and equal fitness [5],

emphasizing the importance of continuity and compen-

satory interactions in protein networks (e.g. [52–55]).

Second is the realization that step-wise evolution of develop-

mental programmes that link genotype and phenotype,

with each step providing incremental fitness benefits or

drifting into fixation, is far less likely than the context-

and taxa-specific regulation of pre-existing gene networks

[8,56,57]. Third is a finding that a significant portion

of developmental systems are guided by autonomous

properties of their components and their capacity for

self-organization and environmental response and not

by genetically determined programmes [2,3,58].
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
(c) Evolving concepts of natural selection and

inheritance

Because ‘biologists tend to ask the questions they can

answer’ (R. Lewontin in [59]), the concepts of natural

selection and heredity underwent their own evolution

over the history of biology, changing from abstract con-

cepts, to convenient empirical measures, to definitions,

each viewpoint ultimately directing the growth of the

field (figure 1). One of the major issues in this evolution

is the static versus dynamic views of natural selection

and inheritance, i.e. in treatment of these concepts as

patterns versus processes and as causes versus outcomes.

Under the static view, selection is a post-production

checkpoint that sorts among developmental outcomes

and whose evolutionary significance depends on the

extent to which these developmental outcomes are herit-

able and modular. Such a view not only necessitates a

direct link between selection and inheritance (figure 1),

but, importantly, also assumes that certain stages of

development are excluded from selection and some

elements of functionality are excluded from inheritance.

Such often inconsistent designation was criticized by

some of the earliest contributors to the field, who called

for explicit separation of ‘the fact of survival’ (captured

by natural selection) from ‘the means of survival’ (captured

by developmental and functional homeostasis), noting that

existence is not the same as natural selection and that sur-

vival and reproduction are not the same as differential

survival and differential reproduction [19–22,60,61].

Importantly, however, viewing natural selection and

inheritance as discrete static terms necessitates the con-

struction of process-like links between them (figure 1);

some of these links transcend generations, some stay

within generations, some operate at the level of the

individual and some at the population or species level.

Alternations between the pattern versus process view of

natural selection and inheritance, which is most clearly

evident across different biological disciplines (e.g. develop-

mental evolution versus behavioural ecology, palaeontology

versus functional ecology), have left us with a number of

unanswered questions. How do emergent features of

development and functioning become associated with

heritable aspects of the phenotype? How are selectively

advantageous features generated in development, i.e.

what is the link between developmental construction and

adaptiveness of traits? What is the role of the organism in

generating variation available for selection? Are unique

phenotype–genotype associations a product or prerequisite

of evolution by natural selection? How to account for simi-

larity of proximate mechanisms that modify a trait within

generation and trait change over evolutionary time? How

to reconcile deep conservation of genetic networks in mor-

phologically disparate taxa with often remarkably precise

context-dependency in their regulation? What is the evolu-

tionary relationship between core conserved elements of

gene networks and network regulators? Are epigenetic

and genetic effects historical stages of the same process or

fundamentally distinct phenomena? And what are the

causes of evolution and what is the relationship between

those and natural selection?

The main difficulty in answering these questions is

understanding the general rules by which the phenomena

of natural selection and inheritance are incorporated into

developmental and generative processes and the role that
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they, together with other evolutionary forces, play in

descent with modification.
2. GENERAL THEMES AND KEY PROBLEMS
(a) Natural selection depends on reliability

of life cycles

Natural selection—variation among organisms in a popu-

lation in fit to their environment—occurs, proximately,

when there is a mismatch between the environment of

development and the environment of functioning or,

more generally, a mismatch between the ranges of current

and historical environments experienced by a lineage of

organisms. Depending on an organism’s complexity,

such mismatches can be due to mistakes in the processes

of development (including mutation and recombination),

replication or in environmental variation between gener-

ations, such that in complex multi-cellular organisms,

changes in life-stage-specific reliability of resources during

an organism’s existence lead to natural selection. In a popu-

lation of complex organisms, therefore the issue is not

the avoidance of natural selection, but the ability to incor-

porate a greater range of environments into development

to lessen selection’s probability and capitalize to a greater

extent on environmentally dependent contribution to the

next generation [62,63]. A particular outcome is the

evolution of conditional expression, when a trait is

expressed only when advantageous, thereby accomplishing

conditional environment–phenotype matching [15]. Corres-

pondingly, evolution in a highly reliable environment is

often associated with the loss of developmental plasticity

and the loss of ability to explore different environments.

Two classical illustrations of the power of environmen-

tal contingency in development are the frequency and

extent of reversion to wild-type once artificial selection

ceases and developmental diversification that accompanies

colonizations of competitor- and predator-free environ-

ments [64–66]. This view, therefore, limits the role of

natural selection to stabilization and integration of develop-

mental variability to a prevalent ecological context, while

leaving the origination and production of actual adaptive sol-

utions to the specific properties of development, including

emergent and self-organizing features (§2c below).

Because the most reliable (e.g. those important over

wider range of environments over evolutionary time)

organism–environment associations are, by definition,

most recurrent in an organism’s developmental history,

they are most likely to become heritable and expressed

at earlier embryological stages and shared between related

lineages ([23], for recent empirical work see [67]), and

this can account for the evolution of the link between

natural selection and inheritance. Such a view of natural

selection clarifies several issues. First, it shows that natu-

ral selection can be viewed not as an additional external

force in charge of filtering, sorting and eliminating devel-

opmental outcomes (see also [68–70]), but as a process

that continuously and directly arises from the generation

of organismal forms within a population. Second, it

links explicitly three major players in evolution: emer-

gence of novel variation, functionality arising from

generative and exploratory processes and adaptation

resulting from and retained by current natural selection.

Third, it explains how ubiquitous emergent, compen-

satory and homeostatic elements of developmental
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
processes can facilitate the appearance of novel adap-

tations during episodes of significant environmental

change (i.e. strong natural selection).
(b) Inclusion of a wider range of environments in

organismal production and associated longer

generations lead to weaker natural selection and

accumulation of developmental complexity

From §2a, we can expect a general relationship between the

duration and complexity of development, environmental

variability and the probability of natural selection, e.g.

longer development and associated historical experience

with a greater environmental range should lead to lesser

probability of natural selection, particularly in fully grown

phenotypes. In turn, organisms with longer development

and greater complexity commonly have smaller popu-

lations, and longer generations that further lessen the

intensity and effectiveness of natural selection by minimiz-

ing differences in fitness among individuals in relation to

stochastic forces of random genetic drift [44,71]. The

effect of such weak natural selection is twofold: first, it facili-

tates accumulation of organismal complexity; second, it has

a progressively weaker ability to streamline such complexity

and redundancy for contemporary functions; both of these

effects further limit the strength of natural selection.

Indeed, continuous accumulation and modification of

developmental pathways (rather than adaptive changes in

regulatory genetic architecture and reuse of older func-

tional modules) seem to be the dominant path of

evolution of organismal complexity in small populations

of multi-cellular organisms [9,72,73]. Faster evolution

under relaxed natural selection in smaller mammalian

populations [74], including humans (e.g. [75,76]), might

be an example of such a process.
(c) Weaker selection and greater developmental

complexity channel expression of novel

developmental variation and facilitate its

genetic accommodation

An important consequence of accumulated organismal

complexity (§2b) is its channelling effect on the expression

of newly arising modifications. That accumulated organis-

mal complexity (neutral or adaptive in origin) facilitates,

channels and accommodates novel genomic and develop-

mental modifications that make an organism fit in its

present environment, has been repeatedly suggested

for more than 100 years [15,27,61,77–80]. Four of the

most insightful predictions of these theories stated that (i)

novel adaptations often include modifications of existing

structures that shape both genetic and developmental

variations, such that neither is randomly expressed, (ii)

accumulated genetic variance of complex structures can

include developmental components of individual accom-

modations, providing initial standing genetic variance for

evolutionary retention of novel modifications, (iii) any

novel character necessarily includes new heritable variation

in the expression of its phenotype, leading to acquisition of

novel developmental functions by the genome over the

course of evolution, and (iv) developmental mechanisms

that ultimately confer stabilization and robustness of pheno-

types are the same mechanisms that generate novel

modifications. That is why, these theories suggest, historical

experience of an organismal lineage shapes the pathways
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available for its evolution [19], such that ‘the history of cur-

rent adaptation cannot be uncoupled from the history of the

organism’ [21, p. 136]. Dobzhansky [28, pp. 315–316]

further extended this view by stating that the ‘mutational

repertoire of a gene is a function of its structure and hence

billions of years of evolution’, such that expression of muta-

tional variance ‘is channeled and conditioned by gene’s and

organisms’ histories of natural selection’. These insights are

corroborated by empirical documentations of historical

contingency of genomic pathways, mutational effects and

developmental networks [48,73,81–83].

Either directional mutation input or physical properties

of development can facilitate accumulation of complexity in

developmental networks under weak natural selection

[9,45,84,85]. Redundancy of such complex networks

harbours unexpressed variation, and expression and chan-

nelling of this variation under environmental or internal

perturbations can be a further source of novelties (e.g.

[86], reviewed in [87]). This source is particularly impor-

tant for evolutionary change because many individuals

show similar modifications, making these patterns of con-

cordant variation particularly susceptible for subsequent

genetic capture and stabilization [85,88–90].

Such a mode of accumulation and expression of

developmental and genomic complexities are expected to

produce spurts of emergent variation and exploratory evol-

ution associated with physico-chemical features and

exploratory behaviours followed by adaptive diversification,

specialization and stabilization of lineages by natural selec-

tion in the range of environments with greatest fit (e.g.

greatest utilization of resources and lowest potential for

change) [13,21,37,91,92], leading to increasing complexity

that ultimately results in accumulation of reproductive

incompatibilities, speciation and evolutionary diversifica-

tion [2,93,94]. Thus, at the core of this process is a cycle

of weaker genetic control and greater role of environmental

induction that accompanies exploratory evolution by emer-

gent processes alternating with genetic assimilation and

greater genetic stabilization that accompanies adaptive

diversification and specialization under natural selection.
(d) Unique phenotype–genotype associations for

traits imply a recurrent environment during

development. Such association can be a result of

natural selection, but can also emerge without

direct selection

The stable genotype–phenotype association is an implicit

prerequisite for differential survival and reproduction to

affect gene frequency. Furthermore, traits with closest

genotype–phenotype association are thought to facilitate

evolution and diversification because their modularity

limits interference with existing functions and reduces the

number of regulatory changes needed for viable phenotypic

variation [47,58,95,96]. A crucial question is whether such

association is a derived condition—a de novo product of

natural selection, a result of autonomous developmental

processes secondarily stabilized by natural selection for

reliability of developmental outcomes—or modifications

of genomic architecture through degenerative mutations

of regulatory networks, and gene duplication [97–102].

From a developmental perspective, close phenotype–gen-

otype association requires recurrent organism–environment

complexes over evolutionary time, a requirement that limits
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
evolutionary stability of such an association. Indeed, popu-

lation genetic considerations suggest that the evolution of

phenotype–genotype modularity is a slow process even

in very large populations [101,103,104], unless such

modularity is strongly and immediately advantageous and

expressed in many individuals, a condition that, in principle,

can be facilitated by channelling and integrative effects of

developmental complexity (e.g. [88,105,106]). However,

even strong functional integration (co-selection) between

traits seems to rarely leads to genetic integration because

the developmental modularity that would be needed to link

the two is hard to maintain (see also [107,108])—it

requires evolutionary recurrence of developmental contexts.

Furthermore, consistent selection for stable co-expression

depletes variance in regulatory elements of developmentally

linked traits resulting in their lesser sensitivity to environ-

mental conditions, which, in turn, progressively weakens

ability of natural selection to maintain such modularity

[109,110].
(e) Natural selection and organism functioning

create heritable variation; elements of inheritance

can result in selection

Treated as a process, the phenomenon of inheritance is

the transference of genomic and developmental resources

for reconstruction of the phenotype in subsequent gener-

ations [111,112]. Some transferred elements are genomic

determinants, some are contexts and templates that

deliniate their expression, some are elements of a modi-

fied environment. When there is a mismatch between

any of such transferred resources and the context of devel-

opment between generations (§2a), inherited elements

themselves generate natural selection (reviewed in

[113]). Considering that the most historically consistent

organism–environment interactions are likely to be the

most heritable [114–117], stabilizing natural selection, in

a historical sense, is the process behind patterns of inheri-

tance. Indeed, the original argument for a creative role of

natural selection in evolution was built on the view of selec-

tion as an integrating and facilitating factor that brings

together genetic architecture, current functional organiz-

ation and its evolutionary persistence across historical

ecological contexts [21], setting general ‘boundary condi-

tion’ [11] for emergent processes. This view of inheritance

raises two questions. First, what is the connection between

inheritance (of genes, epigenetic states or environment)

and the actual generation of a phenotype? That is, what

delineates inherited determinants to produce a specific phe-

notype in response to particular environmental or genetic

change? Second, what is the evolutionary relationship

between epigenetic effects and genetic inheritance?

The answer to both of these questions depends on the

mechanisms by which novel emergent and exploratory

processes spread through population and become geneti-

cally integrated over historical time—a process in which

epigenetic inheritance plays a central role. Empirical

studies suggest that epigenetic integration often precedes

genetic integration of novel traits [15,118], such that

novel traits originating in the interaction of organism

with its environment can remain epigenetically integra-

ted for prolonged time before acquiring greater genetic

integration through natural selection and becoming in-

corporated into developmental repertoire of a lineage
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(e.g. during domestication [66], or range expansion [119]).

These results are supported by computer simulations show-

ing a tendency for emergent processes to gradually form

hierarchical controls (e.g. [120]). As developmental com-

plexity of local adaptations increases, this tendency results

in greater genetic determination of upstream developmen-

tal stages and stronger epigenetic and environmental

influences on later developmental stages.

This view is corroborated by observations that some cur-

rently genetically heritable norms of reaction can be traced

to emergent patterns (such as in animal migrations,

exploratory behaviour and diet-derived pigmentation);

the steps between the two reflecting successive accumu-

lation of organism–environment associations that build

contingency in developmental pathways and that can be

expressed rapidly when the present and past environmental

conditions match [15,115,116,121].

Such a view of inheritance emphasizes that historical

stability of phenotypes within lineages proximately means

reliable ontogenetic reconstructions across environments

and generations, such that incorporation of a wider tem-

poral and spatial range of heterogeneous environments

into the species ontogeny (§2a) is central for stasis, diversi-

fication and extinction in lineages [122,123]. Therefore,

proximately, evolution of local adaptation requires reliable

integration of effects of developmental and molecular

levels into ecological contexts—a process accomplished

by inheritance. An important question is whether stages

of such integration represent stages of an evolutionary con-

tinuum of inheritance systems that retain, accumulate and

pass on the most recurrent organism–environment associ-

ations [21,80,114,124], or whether heritable components

arise from modification of regulatory elements, regardless

of recurrence of ecological contexts, leading to retention

and inheritance of a particular phenotypic construc-

tion independently of changes in their molecular and

developmental composition [11,125].
3. EVOLUTION AS ‘A HISTORICAL SELF-DIRECTED
MOVEMENT OF ORGANISM–ENVIRONMENT
ASSOCIATIONS’ AND AS ‘THE HISTORY OF
ONTOGENETIC ACCOMMODATIONS OF EARLIER
GENERATIONS’
Findings that evolutionary change proceeds by converting

conserved core processes at the genomic and molecular

level into genetic and evolutionary change by both neutral

processes and natural selection, that increasing complexity

of organismal forms is associated with vast areas of neu-

trality on fitness landscapes at both the phenotypic and

genetic level, and that the sequence of development arises

as a combination of ongoing neutral divergence stabilized

by both emergent processes and natural selection, echo

the visionary predictions of founders of evolutionary

theory highlighted in this section’s title ([21], p. 372 and

[19], p. 447, respectively). But these findings also bring

forth several outstanding phenomena that need to be

re-evaluated in the light of recent discoveries.

First, it is becoming increasingly clear that in

multi-cellular complex organisms, the evolutionary con-

sequences of transmission of developmental contexts

(that modulate time- and stage-specific gene effects) are

often equal to those of transmission of genes themselves

[126,127], raising the question of the evolutionary link
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
between epigenetic and genetic effects and the wisdom

of treating them as static evolutionary phenomena

[113,118,128]. Whether we consider epigenetic inheri-

tance that consolidates environmental perturbations a

potential stage in the evolution of inheritance systems or

as a collection of disjointed short-term ‘non-genetic’

effects determines how we view the origin and evolution

of developmental innovation. Second, in similar need of

re-evaluation is the original view on the links between

functionality (produced primarily by plastic and emergent

features of phenotype) and inheritance that preoccupied

evolutionary thinkers since the birth of the theory of evol-

ution (reviewed in [27]). This re-evaluation is particularly

important in the light of recent realizations that homeo-

static accommodation of plasticity is a likely path for

evolution of novel adaptations in complex multi-cellular

organisms [15,17]. The central question that remains,

however, is how does inheritance become associated

with emergent and locally contingent processes of devel-

opment and functioning—a link that Darwin considered

to be central for his evolutionary theory [23]. Fundamen-

tally, these questions emphasize that an explicit

consideration and periodic updating of two classical con-

cepts of evolutionary theory—natural selection and

inheritance—in the light of recent empirical discoveries

could provide an important insight into the central, but

still the most elusive relationship in biology—the one

between genotype and phenotype.
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